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Abstract—This paper proposes a new method to
learn time based rules from telecom system alarm
data for prediction of the classes of alarms. A time
based rule associates an alarm class with the S-
tartTime attribute and other attributes of alarms.
The rules are evaluated with the coverage of the
rules in the training data set. Given a new alarm
generated at a particular time, its alarm class can
be predicted with a set of time based rules. We
present a new algorithm that extracts time based
rules from alarm data through an ant colony opti-
mization (ACO) process. Given an alarm training
data, a search space is formulated as a square
matrix indexed by distinctive attribute values.
The pheromone at the search space is computed
from the training data and a time based rule is
discovered from the pheromone distribution. The
pheromone distribution is updated after a time
based rule is extracted and the search for a new
rule starts. A rule pruning process is used to re-
move redundant rules and increase the prediction
accuracy of the final rule set. We experimented
the new method on Nokia Simmons (NSN) and
Ericsson data sets and compared the results of
the new method and the TimeSeluth system. The
comparison demonstrated that the new method
outperformed TimeSeluth in prediction accuracy.

Keywords: ant colony optimization, time based
rules, rules discovery, prediction

I. Introduction

Real time handling of alarm events is a critical
function in large telecommunication network system-
s. Alarm events are signals of system faults that can
be caused by malfunctioning of hardware or software
or mal operations of operators or users. Alarm data

is a major source for fault diagnosis and recovery.
Therefore, handling of alarm data has significant
impact on operation costs and quality of services in
telecommunication industry.

An alarm event is described with a set of at-
tributes, usually including start time, alarm code,
alarm severity and alarm class. In a large scale
complex telecommunication network, a system fault
can cause a large number of alarm events generated.
A particular alarm can also generate a set of cascaded
alarms. Alarm events are recorded in system logs. By
analyzing alarm logs, the root causes of system faults
can be found and the problems can be fixed. Since the
system log data is huge, quickly identifying critical
alarms and tracing the root cause of system faults
becomes a big challenge in improving the robustness
of telecommunication network systems and quality
of customer services. Data mining is a useful tool for
analyzing alarm data.

Fault identification and prediction are two im-
portant research topics in telecom alarm data min-
ing. Fault identification involves detection of critical
alarms from log data and discovery of the root cause
for a system fault. Several useful techniques for fault
identification have been proposed [3], [11], [6], [2],
[22], [16], [13], [1], [21], [4], [23], [10], [14], [7], [8].
Current concerns on these techniques are scalability
because it is very difficult to extract critical alarms
from huge log data.

Fault prediction is to use critical alarm training
data to build prediction models to predict alarm
classes that are the indicators of causes of system
faults. Sequential data mining methods are often
used to build the prediction models. In sequential
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data mining, the input data is a sequence of alarm
transactions ordered by alarm StartTime. Howev-
er, sequential data mining is not scalable to huge
alarm transactions. Genetic algorithm is also used
in building prediction models but it also has the
scalability problem in dealing with large data because
it takes too much time to find a global optimal model.
Decision tree algorithms are scalable to large alarm
data but suffer low accuracy prediction problems.

In this paper, we propose a new method to build
prediction models using a set of time based rules
learnt from alarm data for prediction of alarm classes.
A time based rule associates an alarm class with the
StartTime attribute and other attributes of alarms.
The rules are evaluated with the coverage of the
rules in the training data set. Given a new alarm
generated at a particular time, its alarm class can be
predicted with a set of time based rules. We present
a new algorithm that extracts time based rules from
alarm data through an ant colony optimization (A-
CO) process. Given an alarm training data, a search
space is formulated as a square matrix indexed by
distinctive attribute values. The pheromone at the
search space is computed from the training data and
a time based rule is discovered from the pheromone
distribution. The pheromone distribution is updated
after a time based rule is extracted and the search
for a new rule starts. We also define a rule pruning
process to remove redundant rules and increase the
prediction accuracy of the final rule set. This ACO
based method avoids generation of all possible rules
and rules for each class can be generated in a parallel
way.

We have conducted a series of experiments on two
real alarm data sets NSN and Ericsson. In these ex-
periments, 10-fold cross validation was used to eval-
uate the performance of the proposed algorithm. We
achieved the average accuracy of 94.2% and 94.0%
from NSN and Ericsson data sets respectively. These
results were significantly higher than the accuracies
of the same data sets produced by the TimeSeluth
system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
We briefly review some related work in Section 2.
We present our new method in detail in Section 3.
Experiment results are discussed in Section 4. The
paper is concluded in Section 5.

II. Related work

TimeSleuth is a software used in Pakistan T-
elecommunication Limited (PTCL) to predict net-
work faults from alarm data [15]. TimeSleuth uses
causal rules as prediction models. It includes a C4.5
decision tree algorithm to discover causal rules from
alarm training data and a C4.5T (Temporal) algo-
rithm to indicate time information in each generated
rule. For a tree construction, the values of each
attribute are split into two or more equal parts.
The information gain of each split is computed. The
attribute with the highest information gain split is
treated as the root of a tree. The edges from each
node in a tree represent the values of the attribute.
The same split process is repeated for descendent
node selection in tree construction. The values of the
target attribute appear at the levels of the tree.

Timeweaver[24] is another software that uses a
genetic algorithm (GA) to identify the rules from
telecom alarm data for prediction of hardware faults.
The data pre-processing step removes all redundant
alarms from a data set. Each alarm of a data set is
considered as a sequence and an ordered sequence
mining method is used to extract rules. The set of
rules is used to predict a target event. There are
two steps in model building. In step one, a genetic
algorithm is used to optimize the search for a set of
best rules for prediction. In step two, rules are sorted
in the order from the best to the worst of accuracy
of prediction. Redundant rules are removed from the
worst part of rules.

The mining sequential alarm rules (MSAP) algo-
rithm was proposed to discover sequential alarm rules
from alarm sequences[25]. In MSAP, all rules are
extracted using the information of time difference
of two alarm events. The most commonly used se-
quential mining algorithms are Relim [5], Eclat [17],
FP-Growth [9] and Apriori [19]. In MSAP, Apriori
algorithm was used for candidate generation.

PrefixSpan [18] is another frequent sequential rule
mining method that uses a divide-and-conquer s-
trategy and rule growth method to extract rules
from telecom alarm data. The sequential rule mining
algorithm GSP [20] can also be used. PrefixSpan
has a difficulty to differentiate actual associated data
items from the data items which have frequent co-
occurrence. The extracted rules by PrefixSpan are
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not always robust and meaningful. The time com-
plexity of MSAP is large because it requires to scan
the data set many times for generation of candidate
sets.

III. The ACO based algorithm

In this section, we present an Ant Colony Opti-
mization (ACO) method to discover a set of time
based rules from alarm data for prediction of alarm
classes. The input data for discovery of time based
rules is first described and a time based rule is defined
with respect to the input data. To extract time based
rules from the input data, we formulate a square
matrix as the search space and define the formulae
to compute the pheromone distribution in the search
space from input data. We present the process to find
time based rules in the search space and the methods
to update the pheromone distribution of the search
space. Finally, we sketch an ACO based algorithm
in a flow chart to detail the process to discover time
based rules from alarm data.

A. Input alarm data

An input alarm data set consists of a set of alarm
records. Each record represents a particular alarm
that is described by a set of attribute values. Table
I is an example of a training alarm data set that has
five attributes. The AlarmType attribute represents
the classes of generated alarms which is important for
building alarm prediction models. An alarm class is
an indication on what causes an alarm. For instance,
alarms can indicate loss of signals or battery failure.
Alarm prediction is to predict the class of the alarm
whenever an alarm occurs so as to diagnose the cause
of the alarm. Therefore, the AlarmType attribute is
considered as the target attribute in building predic-
tion models.

The StartTime attribute represents the start time
when an alarm was generated. In Table I, hourly
intervals are used to represent alarm start times. In
reality, small time intervals are used. The Alarm-
Severity attribute indicates the potential risk of an
alarm. An alarm with critical alarm severity requires
immediate actions to be taken to handle the fault.
The AlarmOrigin attribute represents the source
where the alarm was generated. An origin in a tele-
com network can be associated with different types

of resources. The AlarmCodes attribute describes
identification of different alarms.

TABLE I
An alarm data set.

StartTime AlarmSeverity AlarmOrigin AlarmCode AlarmType
8:00 MAJOR OSS RXETRX/1AMAP/10 LossOfSignal
12:00 MAJOR OSS RXETRX/1AMAP/10 LossOfSignal
1:00 MAJOR OSS RXETRX/1AMAP/10 LossOfSignal
8:00 MAJOR OSS RXETRX/1AMAP/10 LossOfSignal
12:00 MAJOR OSS RXETRX/1AMAP/10 LossOfSignal
12:00 MINOR OSS RXETRX/1AMAP/10 BatteryFailure
12:00 MAJOR OSS RXETRX/1AMAP/20 Processing
1:00 MAJOR OMCR RXETRX/1AMAP/20 Equipment
1:00 MAJOR OSS RXETRX/1AMAP/20 Environmental
8:00 MINOR OSS RXETRX/1AMAP/10 Processing

B. Time Based Rule

A time based rule is an association between S-
tartTime attribute and AlarmType attribute. A rule
is represented as an IF (...); THEN (...). The
IF antecedent part always contains one pair of
StartTime = value and the THEN consequent part
always contains one pair of AlarmType = value. The
antecedent part is allowed to have other pairs of
Attribute = value connected with AND operator
but each rule can only have at most one pair for each
attribute. The rule below is an example of time based
rules.

IF StartT ime = 12 : 00 AND AlarmOrigin = OSS

ANDAlarmCode = RXETRX/diagup1AMAP/diagup20
THEN AlarmType = LossOfSignal

(1)

Every row in Table I can be written as a time based
rule. However, a rule from a row in the table does not
have the power to be used to accurately predict the
alarm class of an alarm. A rule must be evaluated
with the training alarm data set. The coverage of a
rule is defined as the total number of alarm records
in the training data, which satisfy the antecedent
conditions of the rule. The higher the coverage, the
more important the rule.

For a large training alarm data set, it is very time
consuming to evaluate the coverage of all possible
rules. We present an ACO based algorithm to extract
a set of important rules from a training data set
without exhausted evaluation of all possible rules.
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C. The search space
Let X be a table of alarm training data with m

attributes A1, A2, · · · , Am and the target attribute
C for classes, where all attributes Aj (1≤ j ≤ m)
are categorical, i.e., containing only finite categorical
values. Let Vj be the set of distinctive values of
attribute Aj for 1 ≤ j ≤ m and V = V1 ∪V2 ∪· · ·∪Vm

is the union of distinctive values of all attributes.
Definition 1: The search space for X is a square

matrix TN×N indexed with distinctive values of V ,
where N is the total number of values in V .

Fig.(1) shows the search space for Table 1. The
rows and columns of the matrix are indexed by the
same set of 9 categorical values {8:00, 12:00, 1:00,
MAJOR, MINOR, OSSS, OMCR, RX10, RX20}
where the last two elements use abbreviations of
attribute values for AlarmCode.

Fig. 1. The search space of Table 1.

Assume the search matrix represents a search s-
pace where each point, identified by a combination
of a pair of row and column indices, contains some
amount of pheromone that ants can follow from one
place to a destination. Using the training alarm data
set, the initial pheromone of the search space can be
computed as follows.

τxy (i = 0) = 1
N

(2)

where x and y are row and column indices, i is the
number of iterations starting from 0, and N is the
total number of distinctive values of all attributes in
the training data excluding the target attribute. The
initial pheromone in all places are the same.

Next, we take one class Cz of the target attribute
and calculate the correlation between the class and
each location in the search space, i.e., the correla-
tion between the class and the combinations of two
categorical values. The correlation is computed as
follows.

ηxy = |tx, ty, Cz|
|tx, Cz|

∗ |ty, Cz|
|ty|

(3)

where x and y are row and column indices, tx and ty

are two categorical values of indices x and y, Cz is a
class. |tx, ty, Cz| is the number of alarm records in the
training data that contain values of tx, ty and Cz, i.e.,
the support of {tx, ty, Cz }, |tx, Cz| is the support of
{ tx, Cz}, |ty, Cz| is the support of {ty, Cz}, and |ty|
is the support of {ty}.

Given the initial pheromone and the correlation,
we can compute the probability of each location
that an ant can choose to pass. The probability is
calculated as follows.

Pxy(i) =
τ r1

xyηr2
xy∑N

y=1 τ r1
xyηr2

xy

∑N
x=1 nx

(4)

where x and y are row and column indices, i is the
iteration number, τxy(i) is the pheromone at location
(x, y) in iteration i, ηxy(i) is the corresponding
correlation, N is the total number of distinct values
of all attributes, and r1 and r2 are two parameters.
Here, nx is a binary variable of {0, 1}. In the rule
building process, if an attribute is not considered,
nx = 1, otherwise nx = 0.

Given the search space filled with probability val-
ues at all locations, we will be able to search for
time based rules using the ant colony optimization
process. We consider that ants always start from a
time value of the StartTime attribute and choose
a class as the destination. Ants go through the
search space from one location of an attribute to one
location of another attribute and finally arrive the
destination. A pathway of an ant forms a time based
rule. Fig.(1) illustrates the start points, some path-
ways and the final destination of class LossOfSignal.
The next section presents the process for searching a
time based rule and updating the pheromone of the
search space.
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D. Search for a time based rule

Building a time based rule starts from the conse-
quent part. We first select the most frequent class
from the target attribute and put it in the THEN
consequent part of the rule. For instance, class Los-
sOfSignal in Table I was put in the THEN part of
rule (1).

Secondly, we start to build the IF antecedent part
by randomly selecting a value from StartTime at-
tribute as the first term in the IF part. For instance,
value 12:00 was selected in rule (1). Then, we look
into the search matrix and find the value of other
attributes that has the highest joint probability with
12:00 of StartTime attribute. In this case, it was
value OSS in AlarmOrigin attribute for rule (1). We
add the pair of AlarmOrigin = OSS as the second
term to the IF part connecting it to the the first
term with operator AND. After this, we look into the
search matrix again to find the next value of other
attributes which have not been searched and select
the value with the highest joint probability with
the value of the last attribute AlarmOrigin. In this
case, value RXETRX/1AMAP/20 from attribute
AlarmCode was selected for rule (1). The new pair
of AlarmCode = RXETRX/1AMAP/20 is added to
the IF part connecting to the last term with AND.
Since the next attribute is the target attribute and its
class value LossOfSignal was already selected in the
THEN consequent part, a time based rule is found,
see the example of rule (1).

In each iteration of the rule building process, we
use a counter variable Gn to count the number of
pairs of attributes and values selected in the an-
tecedent part of the rule. If two pairs are selected,
Gn = 2. Here, each attribute-value pair is equivalent
to the number of items in an association rule. For
each counter value, different rules are generated for
a selected target value.

After a time based rule is built, it is evaluated
with the support, confidence and coverage of the
rule by the alarm training data. A selected rule
must have a support and confidence greater than
the given minimal support and confidence thresholds
respectively. Any rule with a support or confidence
smaller than the threshold is dropped. By using the
same search space another rule is created by an ant
for the same target value.

When a time based rule is selected, it is added to
the rule set and the fitness of the rule is computed
as follows.

F = TP

C
(5)

where TP is the number of alarm records in the
training data correctly classified by the rule and C is
the number of alarm records satisfying the IF part,
i.e., the support of the set of values.

With the fitness value, we update the pheromone
of the search space for the locations passed by the
ant in searching the rule as follows.

τxy (i + 1) = τxy(i)(1 − γ) + τxy(i)(1 − 1
1 + F

) (6)

where x and y are row and column indices, i is
the iteration number, τxy(i) is the pheromone of the
current iteration, F is the fitness of the current rule
and γ is the pheromone evaporation given by the
user. We can see that the change of pheromone on the
locations is proportional to the fitness of the current
rule.

The locations of pheramone matrix are updated
by rule (1). The locations are τ(12 : 00, OSS) and
τ(OSS, RXA20). In the meantime, we also update
the pheromone for rows 12:00 and OSS separate-
ly by dividing each pheromone by the sum of the
pheromone value of that row.

After the pheromone of the search space is updat-
ed, we can start the process to build a new time based
rule by randomly selecting a new start time from
StartTime attribute. This process continues until the
total coverage of generated rules of a class LossOfSig-
nal is less then minimum coverage threshold. All
possible generated rules of a class with the total
coverage less than minimum coverage threshold are
not considered final rules.

When the total coverage of generated rules of a
class exceeds minimum coverage threshold, we choose
a new class from the target attribute as the new
consequent part of rules for this class. We construct
a new search space for the new class and repeat the
above process to build a new set of time based rules
for this class. This process continues until all classes
in the target attribute have exhausted.

At the end of rule generation, a rule pruning
process is used to remove redundant rules from the
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set of generated rules. In the pruning process, the
accuracy of each rule is increased by removal and
addition of an attribute value at the antecedent part.
A test data set with unknown class labels is used to
measure the performance of the final set of generated
rules.

Fig.(2) shows the flow chart of the ACO based
algorithm for building a set of time based rules as
prediction models to predict alarm classes. The time
complexity of this algorithm is O (t× a × n ×
m), where t is the number of classes in the target
attribute, a is the number of iterations or ants, n

is the number of alarm records in the training data
and m is the number of attributes in the training
data excluding the target attribute.

Fig. 2. The flow chart of the ACO based algorithm.

IV. Experiments
We have conducted a series of experiments to

evaluate the ACO based algorithm for building time
based rules for alarm prediction. In the experi-
ments, we used two real world alarm data sets.
The data sets were collected by the subcontractor
(http://www.turnotech.com) who works for different
telecom operators. The alarms were generated from
Ericson GSM systems and Nokia Siemens GSM sys-
tems. The numeric attributes were transformed into
categorical values in the data pre-processing stage
using the discretization tools in Weka-3.4. Table II
shows the characteristics of the two real world alarm
data sets.

The ACO based algorithm was implemented in
Matlab 9.0. The experiments were carried out on a
machine with a 1.9GHZ processor and 4GB RAMS.
We also used the java based software TimeSleuth to

discover causal rules from the data sets. TimeSleuth
uses a tree based algorithm for building the rules.
TimeSleuth also signifies the causal relationship be-
tween the conditional attributes and the decision
attribute [12].

TABLE II
Two real world alarm data sets.

datasets Attributes Instances Classes
Ericsson Alarm 05 13112 06
NSN Alarm 05 12877 06

Table III shows the values for input parameters for
the ACO based algorithm used in the experiments.
r1 and r2 were used to balance the proportions of
pheromone and correlation in computing the location
probability. Minimum support and minimum confi-
dence thresholds were used to select time based rules
in the rule building process. Changing the minimum
confidence and minimum support thresholds affected
the size of the rule set and execution time of the
algorithm.

TABLE III
Input parameters of the the ACO based algorithm.

Parameter Value
Total Ants 500
Support Threshold 0.008
Confidence Threshold 0.5
Coverage Threshold 0.98
γ 0.09
r1 01
r2 01
Folds 10

We used 3 evaluation methods to evaluate the
performance of the algorithms. Accuracy (A) is the
proportion of the number of correct predictions over
the number of alarm records in the data set. Precision
(P) is the proportion of the true positive cases over
the number of the predicted positive cases. Recall (R)
is the proportion of the predicted true positive cases
over the number of the true positive cases in the data
set. These measures are calculated as follows.

A = TP + TN

Numberofrecordsindata
∗ 100 (7)

P = TP

TP + FP
∗ 100 (8)
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R = TP

FP + FN
∗ 100 (9)

where TN (True Negative) is the number of the true
predicted negative cases and TP (True Positive) is
the number of the true predicted positive cases. FN
(False Negative) is the number of the false predicted
negative cases and FP (False Positive) is the number
of the false predicted positive cases.

σ =
√

1
N

∑
(xi − µ)2 (10)

10-fold cross validation was used in these exper-
iments to evaluate the algorithm. In 10-fold cross
validation, each data set was divided into ten subsets
with equal numbers of alarm instances. One subset
was used for testing and other nine subsets were
grouped into the training data set. Ten results were
obtained from each data set and the average result
was used in comparison.

Fig. 3. NSN 10-fold accuracies.

Fig. 4. Ericsson 10-fold accuracies.

Fig.(3) shows the results of 10 fold cross validations
of NSN data by the ACO based algorithm and the

TimeSeluth system. The light green line shows the
average accuracy 91.8% of the TimeSeluth results
and the purple line shows the average accuracy 94.2%
of the results by the ACO based algorithm. We
can see that the ACO based algorithm significantly
outperformed TimeSeluth on this data set. The red
line shows the accuracies of 10 fold cross validation
results by TimeSeluth and the blue line shows the
accuracies of 10 fold cross validation results by the
ACO based algorithm. From these results , we can see
that the performance of the ACO based algorithm
was more stable than TimeSeluth. Similar results
were obtained from the Ericsson data, as shown in
Fig(IV).

Fig. 5. Standard deviations of 10-fold cross validation accu-
racies.

Fig.(5) shows the standard deviation of accura-
cies of 10-fold cross validation results from Ericsson
and NSN data sets. The standard deviations of the
ACO based algorithm is much smaller than those
of TimeSeluth on both data sets. This indicates
that the ACO based algorithm is more stable than
TimeSeluth. Therefore, it is easy to use in practice.

Fig. 6. Precision 10-fold cross validation.
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Fig. 7. Recall 10-fold cross validation.

Fig.(6) and Fig.(7) are the average precisions and
recalls on the two data sets by the two algorithms.
We can see that the ACO based algorithm again
outperformed TimeSeluth on these two evaluation
measures.

V. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a new method to
use the ant colony optimization process to discover a
set of time based rules from alarm training data and
use the set of time based rules as a prediction model
to predict the class of new alarms. We have formu-
lated the search space for an ant to find a pathway
as a square matrix indexed by the distinctive values
of attributes in the training data. We have presented
the methods to compute the pheromone distribution
on the locations in the search space, the process to
find a time based rule from the search space and
a method to update the search space whenever a
time based rule is found. We have proposed the ACO
based algorithm to construct a set of time based
rules for alarm prediction. The experiment results
on two real world alarm data sets have demonstrated
that the new algorithm improved prediction accuracy
significantly in comparison with the existing alarm
prediction system TimeSeluth. Cross validation re-
sults have also shown that the new algorithm is stable
and easy to use in practice.

One direction for the future work is to develop
the same kind of algorithms using particle swarm in-
telligence (PSO) to cater continuous values. Further
investigation of input parameters such as support,
confidence and coverage is also necessary to better
understand the time based rule building process.
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